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Dr. Stoll, as a member of the review board, did a review this week for Quest. Quest’s primary purpose is to 
publish manuscripts that address issues and concerns relevant and meaningful to kinesiology and physical 
education in higher education.  The journal does not publish original research reports, but welcomes 
manuscripts that are based on, complement or review empirical research related to our profession.  Both 
theoretical and practice-based articles are considered.  Quest serves a broad readership that includes 
academicians, teachers and administrators by providing a public forum for scholarly and creative thought 
about the profession. 

Dr. Stoll returned from presenting at the 60th annual Western Society of Wellness and Kinesiology meeting in 
Reno.  The conference, though appearing to be regional, has a decided international focus. Some quick 
numbers regarding 2015 conference below: 

1) 60 WSKW conferences concluded 

2) 36 total oral sessions. 

3) 34 total poster presentations. 

4) 70 total academic sessions 

5) 44 Total Academic Institutions represented during sessions 

6) 15 International institutions participated (including authors representing schools in New Zealand, Korea, Greece, 

England, and Japan; 34.09%). 

7) 25 academic sessions had at least one author from a Carnegie research extensive university (35.71%) 

8) 4.5 month submission period (longest in WSKW history) 

9) 50 minutes of Peavy Paper presentation visibility (longest in WSKW history) 

10) 365 days until next conference 

Dr. Stoll also returned from a five day conference with the United States Anti-Doping Agency.  Attendance 
included laboratory scientists from 35 global countries.  Though the purpose of the yearly educational 
symposium is focused toward doping testing, Dr. Stoll gave a keynote on the importance of education, not 
training, in deterring cheating.  The symposium was held in Washington, D.C.  

Dr. Stoll’s 34th doctoral student, David Ruiz, was interviewed for an article by Michael Popke which appears in the 
October 2015 issue of Training & Conditioning. The article discusses new modalities and interventions in the athletic 
training industry and the positive affects they are having on managing athletes’ pain. You may view the article using the 
following link. 

http://www.training-conditioning.com/content/making-gains-pain 
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